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Current situation

• Original timeline was to go to tender in April 2011
• Site start was due December 2011
• Completion spring 2013

• Current position – NDA undertaking review to determine detailed understanding 
of UK wide archive costs (savings)

• Anticipated timescale 12 months

• In the next year NDA will complete this review. DSRL will hold pre planning 
public consultation and submit for Planning permission.

• Thereafter NDA will confirm savings (or otherwise) of building the NNA
• DSRL will undertake tender activity and subsequently award the contract

• Tender activity spring 2012 following contractor selection process
• Site start winter 2012
• Completion spring 2014

• Temporary archive being considered for DSRL & HC, no decision taken on this.



Project Team

Client Dounreay Site Restoration Ltd

Project Manager Stewart Henderson, 
Dounreay Site Restoration Ltd

Architect Reiach and Hall  
Landscape Architect Horner + MacLennan with Reiach and Hall 
Civil and Structural Engineer           Ove Arup & Partners Scotland 
Mechanical and Electrical Engineer Ove Arup & Partners Scotland
Fire Engineer Ove Arup & Partners Scotland
Sustainability / BREEAM Assessment Ove Arup & Partners Scotland
Cost Consultant EC Harris 
CDM Coordinator Halcrow Group
Environmental Site Support Halcrow Group





National Nuclear Archive, Wick

UK Perspective

NDA sites plus key operating subsidiaries



Design Development - Analysis and Investigation







Site layout – Security and Building Expansion



Archive – Massive construction Ancillary – Lightweight construction



A summary of the key design issues on design and siting of NNA

The building is located within the site in a manner that addresses the wider landscape and that will connect the building users with 
its setting. 

This approach has informed the treatment of massing and form to reduce the visual impact of the building.

The NNA provides an appropriate architectural response to the edge condition of the wide open landscape to the North, East and 
South of the site, terminating a variety of scale & uses of buildings within this predominantly semi-industrial landscape.

The new access to the NNA site from the North, attempts to create an appropriate termination of Ackergill Street, just beyond the 
existing Wick Airport entry; both buildings will be considered major destinations at the end of this road, as well as a fitting edge to 
the recent development to the North of Wick.

Accessed from the North, a simple but effective landscape treatment provides visitors and staff an opportunity to appreciate the
form and massing of the NNA building this space and the landscape beyond. 

The proposed development will not obstruct the overall breadth of view available when viewed from the south. We have gone to 
some considerable effort to attempt to ensure that the extent of building visible will make a significant and interesting new visual 
feature within this landscape to contribute rather than detract from the general profile and character of existing visual foci.

The tallest element of the building [West facing façade - is blank due to restrictions dictated by Archive regulations] is orientated 
parallel to Ackergil Street, behind the existing tree belt.

The use of a prismatic [triangular] building form reduces the visual impact of what is essentially a large building, where the overall 
scale is rarely apparent when viewed from any one direction.

This has been further enhanced by creating a serrated building line to the large archive spaces, in section and plan, which steps 
down to the single storey ancillary wing running North / South.

The internal layout of the single storey wing running North – South, provides the both public and staff areas clear views of the 
horizon beyond, addressing the wide open vista of landscape toward the coastline.

Great care has been taken to design a building of quality and distinction that responds to these challenges.























































































Ground Floor – Structural Plan



1. Top soil strip

2. Trenchfill foundations

3. Upfill and 
membrane

4. RC slab constn.

5. Twinwall panel erection 
and temp propping

Archive Cell – Construction Sequence 1 to 5.



Twinwall temporary propping





Ventilation Strategy



Natural Ventilation
Single 

Sided
Cross Flow 
Ventilation

Landlocked 
Rooms



Biomass CHP



Domestic Water Services



BREEAM
BREEAM is an independent Environmental Assessment Method 
for rating to assess the environmental performance of buildings

The National Nuclear Archive has been designed to meet a 
BREEAM rating of ‘Excellent’ which requires a score of over 70%

The designers have provided evidence to the Licensed Bespoke 
BREEAM Assessor and the development is on programme to meet 
the target score.

At Stage E the development was at 60% with the target of 70% to 
be achieved prior to construction. 

The current score is 75.77% which is sufficient to achieve the 
target rating of ‘Excellent’



Potential Outcome



Cost comparators


